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Abstract
The two-dimensional Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability(RMI) system and the coexisting system
combined with Rayleigh-Taylor Instability(RTI) are simulated with a multiple-relaxation time dis-
crete Boltzmann model. It is found that, for the RMI system, the correlation between globally
averaged non-organized energy flux and nonuniformity of temperature is nearly 1; the correlation
between globally averaged non-organized momentum flux and nonuniformity of velocity and that
between globally averaged thermodynamic non-equilibrium strength and nonuniformity of density
are also high. In the coexisting system combined with RTI, the collaboration and competition
mechanisms of the two instabilities are investigated. In the case where RMI dominates, an inter-
esting interface inversion process is observed. The parameter regions for RMI dominates and RTI
dominates are given. The effects of gravity acceleration and Mach number on nonequilibrium are
carefully studied, via which the effects of RTI and RMI strengths on the extent of material mixing
are better probed.
PACS numbers: 47.11.-j, 51.10.+y, 05.20.Dd
Keywords: discrete Boltzmann model/method; nonequilibrium effect; multiple-relaxation-time; Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability; Rayleigh-Taylor instability
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I. INTRODUCTION
Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM)[1, 2] and Rayleigh-Taylor (RT)[3, 4] instabilities are key prob-
lems in the field of inertial confinement fusion (ICF), and also exist extensively in the fields of
weapons physics, industrial processes and natural phenomena[5–7]. Therefore, the research
is of important practical significance, and has attracted a wide variety of interests and got
rapid development [8–22], to cite but a few.
However, in order for the problem to be tractable, most of these studies are only a separate
study of RM or RT instability. Yet, RM and RT instabilities might exist simultaneously and
interact with each other. For example, the uneven shape of the supernova remnant can be
shown to result from the combined influence of RM and RT instabilities[23]; in the ejecta of
astrophysical planetary nebulae, the internal collisions give rise to RT and RM instabilities
simultaneously[24]; both RT and RM instabilities might be involved simultaneously in the
deceleration phase of ICF implosions[25]; in the non-premixed combustion, both the chemi-
cally reacting RT and RM instabilities occur[26]. So, both RT and RM instabilities should
be taken into account together in order to simulate the practical applications. But up to
now, such studies are still relatively very little. Matsumoto et al. [27] found the synergetic
growth of the RT and RM instabilities enhances the deformation of the jet interface between
the relativistic jets and the surrounding medium. Meshkov and his colleagues [28] studied
the features of turbulent mixing zone development at an interface accelerated by a non-
stationary shock wave, and in the case of a joint effect of RT and RM instabilities emerging,
the authors found that these instabilities suppress each other. He et al.[29] proposed a new
hybrid-drive nonisobaric ignition scheme of ICF, and discussed the hydrodynamic instabil-
ities during capsule implosion involving RT instability and RM instability, and they found
that the linear growth rate for RT instability was significantly reduced, resulting in strong
stabilization effect. Meanwhile, to our knowledge, the above research are generally based
on the Euler, Navier-Stokes (NS) equations or other macroscopic continuous dynamics mod-
els, but Euler and Navier-Stokes models are not enough to describe the rich and complex
nonequilibrium effects in the RT and RM system.
To overcome this constraint, we resort to the fundamental equation of non-equilibrium
statistical physics, the Boltzmann equation. In principle, the Boltzmann equation works for
flows in the whole range of Knudsen number (Kn). The Knudsen number is a dimensionless
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number defined as the ratio of the molecular mean free path length to a representative phys-
ical length scale. From this sense, the Boltzmann works for flows with multi-scale structures,
and the Knudsen number can be regarded as a measure for the continuity of flow. For a non-
equilibrium flow, the Knudsen number can also be regarded as the ratio of relaxation time (τ)
approaching local thermodynamic equilibrium to a representative time scale (tR) in the flow
behavior. From this sense, the Knudsen number can be regarded as a kind of measure for
the extent of Thermodynamic Non-Equilibrium (TNE). According to the Chapman-Enskog
analysis, the Navier-Stokes equations describe just the corresponding hydrodynamic model
of Boltzmann equation in the continuum limit or when the system is only slightly deviated
from the local thermodynamic equilibrium. The Navier-Stokes equations are only for the
evolutions of conserved kinetic moments of the distribution function (density, momentum
and energy), while the Boltzmann equation describe the evolutions of all the conserved and
non-conserved kinetic moments. In fact, the non-conserved kinetic moments supplement the
hydrodynamic quantities in describing the specific non-equilibrium status of flow.
The Discrete Boltzmann Method (DBM) [30–32] developed from the well-known lattice
Boltzmann method[33–44] aims to investigate both the Hydrodynamic and Thermodynamic
Non-Equilibrium (HNE and TNE, respectively) behaviors in complex flows. It can be com-
posed in the levels of Navier-Stokes equations[45–57], Burnett equations[32, 58–60], etc.,
according to the extent of TNE that the model aims to describe. It has brought some new
physical insights into various complex flows[32, 60]. Besides by theory, results of DBM have
been confirmed and supplemented by results of molecular dynamics[61–63], direct simulation
Monte Carlo[60, 64] and experiment[56]. In the system containing both material interface
and mechanical interface such as shock waves and rarefaction wave, non equilibrium char-
acteristics can be used for the recovery of main feature of real distribution function, and
provide a criterion for discriminating various interfaces, which can be used in the design
of relevant interface tracking technology[50–53]. In a recent study[54], the degree of cor-
relation between the macroscopical nonuniformity and the nonequilibrium strength in the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability are systematically investigated.
Globally speaking, the research about non-equilibrium effects in the hydrodynamic in-
stability is in its infancy.In this paper, the collaboration and competition relations between
RM and RT instabilities are studied systematically, and the non-equilibrium characteristics
of coupled RT and RM instabilities system are further explored.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the MRT discrete
Boltzmann model. Section 3 presents the non-equilibrium effects of RM instability system.
The collaboration and competition relations between RM and RT instability are shown and
analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 makes the conclusion for the present paper.
II. DISCRETE BOLTZMANN MODEL DESCRIPTION
The MRT discrete Boltzmann equation with gravity term reads as follows
∂fi
∂t
+ viα
∂fi
∂xα
= −M−1il Sˆlk(fˆk − fˆ
eq
k )− gα
(viα − uα)
RT
f eqi , (1)
where f eqi is the equilibrium distribution function in the velocity space, fˆi and fˆ
eq
i are the par-
ticle (equilibrium) distribution functions in kinetic moment space, M is the transformation
matrix between the velocity space and the kinetic moment space, Sˆ = diag(s1, s2, · · · , sN)
is the diagonal relaxation matrix, gα is the acceleration.
The transformation matrix and the corresponding equilibrium distribution functions in
kinetic moment space (KMS) can be constructed according to the seven moment relations.
Specifically, the transformation matrix is M = (m1, m2, · · · , m16)
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iy/2). Choosing the Discrete Velocity Model (DVM) provides us with
high flexibility. Here, the following discrete velocity model is adopted (see Fig. 1):
(vix,viy) =


cyc : c (±1, 0) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
c (±1,±1) , for 5 ≤ i ≤ 8,
cyc : 2c (±1, 0) , for 9 ≤ i ≤ 12,
2c (±1,±1) , for 13 ≤ i ≤ 16,
(2)
where ηi = η0 for i = 1, . . . , 4, and ηi = 0 for i = 5, . . . , 16. The corresponding equilibrium
distribution functions in KMS are fˆ eq1 = ρ, fˆ
eq
2 = jx, fˆ
eq
3 = jy, fˆ
eq
4 = e, fˆ
eq
5 = P + ρu
2
x, fˆ
eq
6 =
ρuxuy, fˆ
eq
7 = P + ρu
2
y, fˆ
eq
8 = (e + P )ux, fˆ
eq
9 = (e + P )uy, fˆ
eq
10 = ρux(3T + u
2
x), fˆ
eq
11 =
ρuy(T + u
2
x), fˆ
eq
12 = ρux(T + u
2
y), fˆ
eq
13 = ρuy(3T + u
2
y), fˆ
eq
14 = (e + P )T + (e + 2P )u
2
x, fˆ
eq
15 =
(e + 2P )uxuy, and fˆ
eq
16 = (e + P )T + (e + 2P )u
2
y, where pressure P = ρRT and energy
e = bρRT/2 + ρu2α/2. At the continuous limit, the Navier-Stokes equations with a gravity
term for both compressible and incompressible fluids can be obtained.
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the discrete-velocity model.
The DBM inherits naturally the function of Boltzmann equation, describing nonequi-
librium effects in the system. In the MRT model, the deviation from equilibrium can be
defined as ∆i = fˆi − fˆ
eq
i = Mij(fj − f
eq
j ), and ∆
∗
i = M
∗
ij(fj − f
eq
j ), where M
∗
ij represent the
kinetic central moments, in which the variable viα is replaced by viα − uα. ∆i contains the
information of the macroscopic flow velocity, and ∆∗i is only the manifestation of molecular
thermal motion. Corresponding to the simple definition of ∆∗i , some clear symbols are more
commonly used, that is, ∆∗2αβ , ∆
∗
(3,1)α, ∆
∗
3αβγ and ∆
∗
(4,2)αβ , corresponding to ∆
∗
5,6,7, ∆
∗
8,9,
∆∗10,11,12,13 and ∆
∗
14,15,16, respectively. To provide a rough estimation of Thermodynamic
Non-Equilibrium (TNE), a TNE strength function d(x, y) is defined,
d(x, y) =
√
∆∗22αβ/T
2 +∆∗2(3,1)α/T
3 +∆∗23αβγ/T
3 +∆∗2(4,2)α/T
4,
where d = 0 in the thermodynamic equilibrium state and d > 0 in the thermodynamic
nonequilibrium state. Correspondingly, the globally averaged TNE strength DTNE , Non-
Organized Momentum Flux (NOMF) strength D2 and NonOrganized Energy Flux (NOEF)
strength D(3,1) are defined, DTNE = d, D2 =
√
∆∗22αβ and D(3,1) =
√
∆∗2(3,1)α. A macroscopic
nonuniformity function is also defined as
δW (x, y) =
√
(W −W )2,
where W = (ρ, U, T ) denotes the macroscopic distribution and W is the average value of a
small cell around the point (x, y) [54].
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III. NON-EQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS OF RICHTMYER-MESHKOV INSTABIL-
ITY
The DBM model has been validated by some well-known benchmark tests, and satisfying
agreements are obtained between the simulation results and analytical ones [54]. In this sec-
tion, the nonequilibrium characteristics of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability system are further
analyzed. Time evolution is performed through the third-order Runge-Kutta scheme, and
space discretization is adopted the NND scheme.
An incident shock wave with Mach number 1.2, traveling from the top side, hits an
interface with sinusoidal perturbation. The initial macroscopic quantities are as follows:


(ρ, u1, u2, p)s = (3.1304, 0,−0.28005, 2.1187),
(ρ, u1, u2, p)h = (2.3333, 0, 0, 1.4),
(ρ, u1, u2, p)l = (1, 0, 0, 1.4),
where the subscripts s, h, l indicate the shock wave region, the heavy medium region, and
the light medium region. The computational domain is a two-dimensional box with width
W = 20.2 and height H = 80, and divided into 101 × 400 mesh-cells. Inflow boundary is
applied at the top side, solid is applied at the bottom, and periodic boundary conditions are
applied at the left and right boundaries. γ = 1.4 in the whole domain.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the fluid interface at times t = 0, 40, 60, and 300. The
parameters are c = 1, η0 = 3, gy = 0, dt = 10
−3, s = 103. When the shock wave passes the
interface, a reflected rarefaction wave to the top and a transmission wave to the bottom are
generated, and the perturbation amplitude decreases with the interface motion. Then, the
peak and valley of initial interface invert, the heavy and light fluids gradually penetrate into
each other as time goes on, the light fluid rises to form a bubble and the heavy fluid falls to
generate a spike. The transmission wave reaches the solid wall and reflects, encounters the
interface again, converts into a transmission wave penetrating into the heavy fluid zone and
a reflection wave back to the light fluid. The disturbance of the interface continues to grow,
eventually forming a mushroom shape.
Figure 3 shows snapshots of the TNE strength d at the same times. In the position far
from the perturbation interface, d is basically 0. Around the interface, d is greater than
zero. In the figure, we can find clearly the position of the material interface and the shock
interface. The peak values of TNE strength d at the shock wave interface are larger than the
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FIG. 2: Evolution of the fluid interface from a single-mode perturbation.
FIG. 3: Snapshots of TNE strength d at times t = 0, 40, 60 and 300.
material interface (and the rarefaction wave, obviously). This is because the shock dynamic
procedure is faster than the other two processes, and the system has less time to relax to its
thermodynamic equilibrium. This is consistent with the results in [51, 52].
Figure 4 shows the degrees of correlation between macroscopic nonuniformities and vari-
ous globally averaged nonequilibrium strength values in the RM system. δρ, δT , and δU are
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FIG. 4: Degrees of correlation between the macroscopic nonuniformities and various globally aver-
aged nonequilibrium strength values.
density nonuniformity, temperature nonuniformity, and velocity nonuniformity, respectively.
The degree of correlation between the temperature nonuniformity and the globally averaged
NOEF strength D(3,1) is approximately 1. The correlation between globally averaged NOMF
strength and nonuniformity of velocity and that between globally averaged TNE strength
and nonuniformity of density are also high.
In Figure 5, we can see that, the heat conduction plays a major role in the degrees of
correlation. The greater the heat conduction, the higher the degree of correlation. Black
beelines are the linear approximation of corresponding curves, that is, C = C0 + k × t.
Choosing the proper slope k, the value of C0 will increase exponentially with the increase of
heat conduction, and gradually tends to 1.
IV. COLLABORATION AND COMPETITION BETWEEN RM INSTABILITY
AND RT INSTABILITY
In the section, the RM instability in gravitational field is simulated, and the collaboration
and competition relations between RM and RT instability are studied. The initial condition
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FIG. 5: Effect of heat conduction on the degree of correlation.
is replaced by the following macroscopic quantities:


(ρ, u1, u2, T )s = (3.1304 exp(−g(y0 − ys)/0.6, 0,−0.28005, 0.676796), y0 < y
(ρ, u1, u2, T )h = (2.3333 exp(−g(y − ys)/0.6, 0, 0, 0.6), ys < y < y0,
(ρ, u1, u2, T )l = (exp(−g(y − ys)/1.4, 0, 0, 1.4), y < ys,
where the Mach number of incident shock wave is 1.2, ys is the initial small perturbation at
the interface.
Figure 6 shows the interface amplitudes of different gravity fields. The interface inversion
process is affected observably by the gravity field. There is a competition between the
RM instability and RT instability, and the schematic diagram of the collaboration and
competition relations are shown in Fig.7. The first line is corresponding to the case of
weaker gravitational action. In the case, the RM instability plays a major role, and the
interface inversion still occurs, but the inversion process is delayed. After the reversal of
the interface, the gravity and shock wave jointly promote the growth of spike. The second
line is the case of stronger gravitational action relative to shock wave. In the case, the RT
instability plays a major role, and the interface inversion is suppressed. The light fluid rises
to form a bubble and the heavy fluid falls to generate a spike. The dashed part indicates the
10
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FIG. 7: The schematic diagram of the collaboration and competition relations between RM insta-
bility and RT instability.
interfacial compression process under shock wave, and the process does not occur when the
impact effect is zero. The small corner at time t = 20 in figure 6 indicates the process. The
interface evolution of g = 0.002 and g = 0.006 are shown in Figure 8 and 9, respectively. We
specifically explore the conditions for the interface reversal. The relationship between the
Mach number and the gravitational acceleration is obtained, as shown in Figure 10. The
abscissa is the Mach number, and the ordinate is the dimensionless gravitational acceleration.
The trend can be expressed by a simple linear function gnond = −0.64+0.59Ma, where gnond
is a dimensionless acceleration of gravity. The region below the fitting curve is the interface
inversion region, i.e., RM instability plays a major role. In the region above the fitting curve,
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FIG. 8: The interface evolution of g = 0.002 and Ma = 1.2.
FIG. 9: The interface evolution of g = 0.006 and Ma = 1.2.
the interface inversion mechanism is suppressed and RT instability plays a major role. The
growth of disturbance interface near the fitting curve is suppressed farthest.
Figure 11 shows the thermodynamic nonequilibrium characteristics of the RT and RM
instability coexisting system with different gravity fields. The jump at time t = 85 is due
to the reshock process. That is, the transmission shock wave reflects from the solid wall on
the bottom and encounters the interface again. Before the reshock process, the greater the
gravity g, the greater the globally averaged TNE strength DTNE . This is because the larger
the gravity g, the greater the density gradient. Both DTNE and D2 have large attenuation
at time t = 140, which is due to the reflected shock wave reaching the upper boundary.
The development of D(3,1) is mainly affected by the interface. During the process, the
12
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interface continues to grow, so D(3,1) has no attenuation. Subsequently, for the cases where
interface inversion still occurs (g < 0.005), before the development of Kelvin-Helmholtz
(KH) instability (t = 170), the smaller the gravity, the larger the values of DTNE and D(3,1).
This is because the greater the gravity, the greater the resistance to inversion, making the
interface smaller at this time. After the development of KH instability, the greater the
gravity, the greater the growth rate of DTNE and D(3,1).
In figure 12, we study the effect of Mach number on the non-equilibrium degree. Under
different Mach numbers, the evolution speeds of the system are different. In order to guar-
antee the reliability of the analysis, the systems should have a similar degree of evolution.
For convenience, we adopt the unperturbed interface, and choose the system that the trans-
mission shock wave just reaches the solid wall as the research object. Figure (a) shows the
globally averaged TNE strength with different Mach number. With the increase of Mach
number, the non equilibrium degree of the system is increased. In figure (b), circles indicate
the values of DTNE when the shock wave with different Mach number reaches the bottom.
Numerical fitting shows that the nonequilibrium degree increases exponentially with the in-
crease of Mach number. (c) and (e) show the degrees of correlation between δρ and DTNE,
and between δT and D(3,1), respectively. The dashed lines are the Origin fitting results of
the corresponding real curves, and the corresponding values are represented by triangulars
in (d) and squares in (f). It is shown that the degree of correlation almost exponentially
decreases with the increase of Mach number.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper the two-dimensional Richtmyer-Meshkov instability system and the case
combined with Rayleigh-Taylor instability are simulated with a MRT discrete Boltzmann
model, and the nonequilibrium characteristics are systematically investigated. The degrees
of correlation between macroscopic nonuniformities and various globally averaged nonequi-
librium strength values in RM instability are analyzed. Heat conduction plays a major role
in the degree of correlation. The greater the heat conduction, the higher the degree of
correlation. In the case combined with RT instability, the collaboration and competition
mechanisms of the two instabilities are investigated, and the effects of gravity field g and
Mach number on nonequilibrium are probed. (i) The interface inversion process in RM
instability system is affected observably by the gravity field, and the regions for interface
inversion or not are obtained. (ii) The thermodynamic nonequilibrium characteristics of the
RT and RM instability coexisting system with different gravity fields get a more systematic
understanding. (iii) The effect of Mach number on the non-equilibrium degree is studied.
With the increase of Mach number, the non equilibrium degree of the system is increased
exponentially, and the degree of correlation almost exponentially decreases with the increase
of Mach number.
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